2020-21 Building Substitute E-Learning Model
Human Resources Department, Substitute Services

Purpose
Building substitutes are assigned to individual school locations and are expected to work every day providing instruction
and support to students in order to cover daily absences of any school-based professional or paraprofessional. In the
event a school has more building substitutes assigned to it than absences to cover, building subs will be expected to
support instruction as assigned by the school’s principal or their designee.
Minimum Educational Requirements
A Bachelor’s degree (Pennsylvania Department of Education-issued certification(s) is preferred, but not required) or 60
semester hours or the equivalent of courses and currently enrolled in a teacher preparation program in a Pennsylvania
college or university that is accredited by a regional accrediting agency recognized by the United States Department of
Education.
Work Schedule and Pay Rate
Building substitutes are expected to work each day and are compensated at the day-to-day substitute rate. For
additional information regarding day-to-day substitute pay rates, visit the “Substitute Pay and Payroll Schedule” section
of the substitute webpage (www.pghschool.org/subservices).
Building Substitute Selection and School Deployment
At the onset of the 2020-21 school year, substitutes who have consistently filled assignments in individual schools who
receive the recommendation of that school’s principal will be assigned as building subs. Additional building substitute
assignments will be based on two factors: type of certification and substitute seniority. Building substitutes will be
assigned according to the table below:
School Configuration
Assignment Protocol
K-5
Elementary-certified substitutes are given preference to serve as building substitutes
K-8
based on their respective substitute seniority.
6-8
Emergency-certified substitutes are given preference to serve as building substitutes based
6-12
on their respective substitute seniority.
9-12
Addtional Considerations
•

Building subs are intended to work in an individual school, not an individual assignment (e.g. to cover a longterm leave of absence).
o In the event such a long-term absence occurs in a school, a building sub may be assigned to cover that
absence until a dedicated day-to-day or full-time substitute is secured, at which point the building sub
will revert to being assigned to cover various absences throughout the school.
o In the event a building sub is assigned to cover a long-term absence, and ultimately serves in that
position for forty (40) consecutive days, they will become a full-time substitute. While serving as a fulltime substitute, they will be compensated at the full-time substitute rate (for additional information
regarding full-time substitute pay rates, visit the “Substitute Pay and Payroll Schedule” section of the
substitute webpage (www.pghschool.org/subservices)), however, upon completion of the full-time
assignment, they relinquish their building sub position and revert to day-to-day substitute status.

The Pittsburgh Public Schools (PPS) does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability or age in its programs, activities or employment and
provides equal access to the Boy Scouts and other designated youth groups. It is the policy of the Pittsburgh School District to make all services, programs and activities
available and to provide reasonable accommodations to persons with disabilities. Please make requests for accommodations at least 72 hours before the scheduled event.
For more information regarding accommodations, civil rights grievance procedures, please contact: Office of Employee Relations, 341 S. Bellefield Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
or 412-529-HELP (4357).
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